We study intersubband transitions of an electron in a quantum well, in the presence of a hole. When the energy of one subband of the electron approaches the top of the well, the electron-hole attraction strongly influences the electronic state. We show that these excitonic effects lead to a reduction in oscillator strength for an intersubband transition of given energy. This finding should be considered in the design of quantum well devices, such as recent devices that produce midinfrared radiation from near-infrared laser structures. DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.65.235313 PACS number͑s͒: 78.67.De, 71.35.Cc In recent years, there has been extensive and sustained interest in intersubband transitions in quantum wells ͑QW's͒.
In recent years, there has been extensive and sustained interest in intersubband transitions in quantum wells ͑QW's͒.
1 These transitions are important both because of their role in fundamental research on semiconductors [2] [3] [4] [5] and because of their potential technological importance in devices such as quantum well infrared photodetectors 6 and quantum cascade lasers. 7 In this work, the intersubband oscillator strength plays an essential role in determining QW behavior. In particular, a large intersubband oscillator strength is often favorable for these devices. This gives rise to an interesting theoretical question: one would like to know how to optimize a QW structure so that it possesses an intersubband transition of desired energy and maximum oscillator strength. The obvious approach is to increase the well width and depth, keeping the intersubband transition energy constant, to make the oscillator strength near unity ͑see Fig.  1͒ . Unfortunately, this scheme is impractical since, in general, the well depth cannot be tuned at will; aside from the materials issues, devices often require the final state to be close in energy to the top of the well so that carriers can enter or exit.
Alternatively, one might imagine taking advantage of excitonic effects to enhance oscillator strength, and here we investigate this possibility. Consider, for instance, recent devices that produce midinfrared ͑MIR͒ radiation from nearinfrared ͑NIR͒ QW lasers. 8, 9 In these devices, an electron emits MIR radiation by making an intersubband transition between two QW conduction-band states. The electron then vacates the final QW conduction-band state by making a stimulated interband transition that destroys a hole in the QW valence band and produces NIR radiation. Since the initial intersubband transition proceeds in the presence of the hole, excitonic effects can influence the intersubband oscillator strength. This is not surprising, and we expect excitonic effects to be pronounced in many materials of contemporary interest such as in III-V semiconductors such as GaN and II-VI semiconductors such as ZnSe. 10 What is surprising is the sign of the result. We show that the excitonic transition can exhibit reduced oscillator strength in comparison to a transition of the same energy with no excitonic effects. This is certainly not obvious or intuitive; in fact, the opposite situation can occur when wells get sufficiently deepexcitonic effects can then lead to slightly increased, rather than decreased, intersubband oscillator strength. By modeling these effects, we develop here a physical understanding that is germane to quantum dot ͑QD͒ lasers involving intersubband transitions in relatively flat QD's, 11, 12 interband Raman scattering, 13 some contemporary studies of semiconductor QW physics, 4, 5 and, as mentioned above, MIR emission from NIR QW lasers. 8, 9 The calculation begins with the familiar model Hamiltonian for an exciton 14 
͑3͒
In order to treat excitons in QW's as two-dimensional objects, eigenfunctions 14 and the are eigenstates of a onedimensional square potential well. 16 In experimental QW's, the square potential-well depth V o often lies between (/2) 2 and () 2 in units of ប 2 /2m e *a 2 , so that there are exactly two bound electronic states n e (z e ) with n e ϭ0,1. The energies of these two states are E 0 and E 1 in units of ប 2 /2m e *a 2 .
Electronic transitions between eigenstates of H o are governed by the oscillator strength
Here, ⑀ ជ is the polarization vector of light causing the transition ͑we neglect the momentum of this light͒ and p ជ is the momentum of the electron. We focus on the experimentally relevant case of electronic intersubband transitions for which n e Јϭ1 and n e ϭ0,n h Јϭn h ϭ0. In this case, the dipole matrix element appearing in f becomes
since only the z component of the momentum can connect the initial and final states. Note the restrictive selection rules that require that the excitonic state remain unchanged in the transition and imply that the oscillator strength of an intersubband transition is independent of excitonic state. In Fig.  1 We have taken the small ͉z e Ϫz h ͉ limit of the Fourier transform of ␦H, which is appropriate when the QW width is much less than the exciton radius. In our case of interest n h ϭ0, we find …. Numerical studies 17 confirm that the physically plausible approximations ͑6͒ and ͑7͒ lead to qualitatively correct results. In addition to being reasonably accurate and analytically convenient, the approximation ͑7͒ gives a clear physical picture. It shows that the Coulomb attraction described by ␦H supplements the QW confining potential experienced by the electron. As shown schematically in Fig. 2 , the net potential ex- perienced by the electron roughly changes from a square well to a well with a parabolic bottom whose curvature depends upon the excitonic state.
To compute the influence of ␦H on the intersubband oscillator strength, we employ first-order perturbation theory. The matrix elements ͑7͒ imply the following shift in the transition energy that appears in the denominator of f ͓Eq. ͑4͔͒:
͑8͒
The shift in energy is positive since the parabolic potential in Fig. 2 affects the excited state, which explores the edges of the well, more than the ground state. To compute the effect of ␦H on the intersubband oscillator strength, we also need to evaluate its effect on the dipole matrix elements. The first-order shifts in the wave functions add the following terms to the dipole matrix element:
Note that the operators p x and p y still make no contribution to our intersubband transition since the matrix elements of ␦H vanish between states with n e ϭ0 and n e ϭ1. The sums ͑9͒ and ͑10͒ should proceed over NЈ,M Ј,K ជ Ј,n e Ј , and n h Ј , with the term that would lead to a zero denominator excluded from each sum. Because the operator p z cannot change the state of the excitonic wave function or the state of the hole in the z direction, though, the sums actually need only proceed over n e Ј . We, therefore, need to compute the sum ͚ n e Ј n e n e Ј ͑ z e ͒ n e Ј * ͑ z e Ј͒ E n e ϪE n e Ј ϭ lim
E→E n e
G͑z e ,z e Ј ,E ͒Ϫ n e ͑ z e ͒ ͵ dz n e * ͑ z ͒G͑ z,z e Ј ,E ͒, ͑11͒ which we have related to the Green's function of a onedimensional finite well. This Green's function can be obtained using the usual methods of one-dimensional differential equations.
The result for Eq. ͑9͒ is found to equal
͑12͒
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is a dimensionless measure of the importance of excitonic corrections. The result for Eq. ͑10͒ is
͑13͒
These shifts in the dipole matrix elements, together with the energy shift ͑8͒ enable us to compute the excitonic correction to the oscillator strength ͑4͒. The fractional change in the oscillator strength ␦ f / f is plotted in Fig. 3 The cause of the negative shift shown in Fig. 3 is as follows. If we fix the well depth, we find that the supplemental confinement of the electron by its interaction with the hole ͑Fig. 2͒ produces ͑i͒ an increase in the intersubband transition energy and ͑ii͒ an increase in the intersubband oscillator strength. However, effect ͑i͒ is relatively large and effect ͑ii͒ is relatively small. To understand Fig. 3 , we compare this to an intersubband transition of the same energy but with no hole present. Such a transition would have to occur in a QW with a larger V o , to compensate for excitonic effect ͑i͒. But, as is evident from Fig. 1 , a QW with a larger V o would have a significantly larger oscillator strength, surpassing the small excitonic effect ͑ii͒. Thus, for a given energy transition, one gets a higher oscillator strength for a well without excitonic corrections than for a well with excitonic corrections. Essentially, adding an excitonic effective potential to a shallow square well does a good job of increasing transition energy but a bad job of enhancing oscillator strength. To enhance intersubband oscillator strength in a shallow well, it is better to increase the well depth. The effect is particularly pronounced when the transition energy is small, and one is dealing with a shallow well whose first excited state is approaching the well top. ͑The situation can change for deep wells, where adding an excitonic effective potential can do a slightly better job of enhancing oscillator strength than simply increasing the well depth further.͒ In summary, intersubband transition oscillator strength at fixed energy can actually decrease as a result of the electronhole interaction. This result is interesting in its own right, and it needs to be considered in QW's designs for fundamental and applied science.
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